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Abstract. The role of confined phonon mortes in determining the energy
relaxation of hot electrons in low-dimensional semiconductor microstructures is
discussed within a dielectric continuum model for the LO phonon confinement
and a long wavelength Frohlich model for the electron-phonon interaction.
Numerical results are provided for the hot-electron relaxation rate as a function of
electron temperature and density for GaAs quantum wells and quantum wires by
taking into account emission of slab phonon modes. Comparison with existing
experimental results shows some evidence for slab phonon emission in inter-
subband electronic relaxation in reasonably narrow quantum wells. It is argued
that most experiments can be interpreted in terms of an electron - bulk phonon
interaction model (i a. by taking into account the effect of confinement only on
the electrons and assuming the phonons to be the usual bulk three-dimensional
phonons) because a number of important physical processes. such as screening.
the hot phonon effect. phonon self-energy correction etc, make it difficult to
distinguish quantitat, ly between various models for phonon confinement.
except perhaps in the narrowest (<50 A) wells and wires. Detailed numerical
results for the calculated irira-subband relaxation rate in GaAs quantum wires are
provided within the slab phonon and the electron temperature modil. including
the effects of dynamical screening, quantum degeneracy and non-equilibrium hot
phonons.

1. Introduction modes in semiconductor microstructures is of some
interest. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the

A large number of theoretical papers have recently quantitative role of confined phonon modes from the
appeared [I-21] on the subject of interaction between perspective of one particular class of phenomena.
free electrons and optical phonons in confined low- namely, the hot-electron energy relaxation process in
dimensional semiconductor structures such as somicon- quantum wells and wires. Our main concern in this
ductor hWetrostructures, quantum wells. superlattices article is the role of confined phonon modes in the energy
and quantum wires. Whikl it is well established I I] that relaxation of hot electrons in GaAs microstructures with
the effect of quantum confinement on the electronic the particular emphais on qualitative and quantitative
degrees of freedom must be included in any reasonable understanding of recent experimental results (22-30].
theoretical model of electron-phonon interactions in The most unambiguous evidence for the existence of
these microstructures, the 'ecent emphasis in the liters- confined phonon modes in microstructures comes from
lure has been on the inclusion of confinement effects on Raman scattering experiments [22-24) in thin GaAs-
the phonon modes of the structures and the con.equent AlAs superlattices where confinement effects on both the
modification of the Fr6lich Hamiltonian describing the acoustic phonons (22] and optical phonons [23.24] have
electron-phonon interaction in 'he system. Because directly been observed for layer thicknesses typically
Fr6hlich interaction plays .in important quantitative role below SO A. Unfortunately, such Raman measurementu
in deternining many aspt-.s of the electronic properties cannot tell us much about the role of confined phonon
le.g. electron mobility. ho,-electron relaxation, inelastic modes in determining various electronic properties. In
mean free path. polaron effective mass) of micro- addition, the Raman measurements (and this limitation
structures, the possible influence of confined phonon applies also to all of the 'so-called' first principles or
I On W 1rom Dpraieo do Flm.• Unirveadef lie-tel do microscopic lattice-dynamical calculations) are mces-
Salo Carlle SP. Drawl. sanly on superlattices wherams the electronic experiments
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Confined phonon modes and hot-electron energy reldxation

are most commonly done on single heterostructures or Note that the condition 0(:) = 0 at z = 0. a produces
quantum wells (or on fairly thick superlattices). More discrete phonon wavevectors q, = q. = mnx/a in the z
important than the issue of the existence of confined direction with m = 1,2,3. etc. This follows from demand-
phonon modes is the question of their quantitative role n ing that 0:0 - sin(q,:( - 0 at ' - a. In equations (I)-(3),
the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian. There are Q is the three-dimensional phonon wavevector; i, j are
two related theoretical questions: electronic subbands descnbed by wavefunctions #,(:)

6i) How much of an error is one making by assuming and 017' is the electron- phonon interaction form factor
that the confined electrons interact only with the regular w'hich takes into account both electron and phonon
three-dimensional bulk phonons of the relevant confinement.
semiconductor? For the mechanic-il model. (3) is modified to

(ii) If the confinement effect on phonons is indeed
important (i.e. the bulk phonon model is a bad one in a A =7 dz W cos(q.z)4 (:) (4)
particular experimental situationi, what is the correct

model for calculating the electron-phonon interaction with q,. = mi./a (and m = 1,2,3,.... etc) because the
Hamiltonian in semiconductor microstructures? boundary condition leading to discrete values of q, are

In the following, we address, to a limited extent, both now applied on the electric field, rather than on the
thee issues in the specific context of the hot-electron potential itself. Note that the ionic optical displacement
energy relaxation problem. and the potential are given by u, - coslq,z) and

There have been two proposed macroscopic theoret- 0 - sin(q,z) in the slab model, whereas these are reversed
ical models for studying confined phonon modes in in the guided model. Another way of stating the dif-
semiconductor microstructures. While both treat the ference between the two models is to point out that in the
confined phonon modes as standing waves in the micro- guided mode model u, = Oat the interface, whereas in the
structure, the two models differ significantly in their slab model it is the tangential or the in-plane component
macroscopic boundary conditions. One of them (to be of optical-vibration amplitude which is zero at th-.
referred to as the electrostatic or the slab mode model) interface.
uses the uiual electromagnetic boundary conditions at Much has been written on the relative merits of these
interfaces demanding the continuity of the tangential two rather simple macroscopic models. Without repeat-
component of the E-field (we take z to be the direction ing various published arguments in detail, we just make
perpendicular to the well interface and q to be the two- some brief remarks here:
dimensional wavevector in the xy plane) and the normal 6i) In general. the electron-phonon interaction
component of the D-field. In the other model (to be strength decreases with an increase in the confined
referred to as the mechanical or the guided mode modelL phonon mode number. m, because of the increase in the
one uses a hydrodynamic description for the lattice- number of nodes of the confinement function. Cal-
vibration amplitude and applies the mechanical bound- culations show that it often suffices to have only the
ary conditions. Details of the models have been lowest discrete mode allowed under the symmetry of the
extensively disc.- ed and debated in the literature situation. We adopt this approximation in all our
[9. 13--18]. For our purpose it is sufficient to state that calculations.
",1e electrostatic model has the electric potential, 4(q, zL lii) If the quantum well (or the wirel is symmetric so
ajociated with the lattice polarization field vanishing at that the electronic wavefunctions 4,(z) are parity eigen-
interface-, whereas in the mechanical model it is the states, then f"7 = 0 whenever i + j + m - even (odd) for
electric field component E,(q, :) (or, equivalently the z the slab (guided) modes, where we classify the quantum
component of the optical vibration amplitude) which well wavefunction by their parity with i.j even or odd
vanishes at the interfaces. Since E, = - '4':, the two indicating the corresponding symmetry states. Note that
models indeed have very different implications for the this has non-trivial consequences for intra-subband scat-
Frohlich electron - phonon interaction, which is basically tcnng i - j Ifor which the lowest slab mode (m - I) can
given by -eo(:), The electron-phonon interaction partiipate but the lowest guided mode cannot. Thus,
matrix element in a quantum well of width a, with purely on the grounds of symmetry (assuming, of course,
0 i z ! a, is given within the electrostatic approximation that real quantum well systems are symmetric so that
by panty is a good quantum number) we condude that the

intra-subband scattering rate due to slab modes is
•,7*(ql - [(4xe2 /Q-XNwLi2( /lt, - I/cuX2/a)t1•7']i substantially stronger than that due to the guided modes.

(!) For inter-subband (i -j ± I) relaxation, on the other

where hand, the guided modes produce much stronger scatter-
ing than the slab modes because the lowest (m - I)

- q+ q (2) guided mode can participate in the inter-subband re-
laxation where.s the lowest slab mode cannot. This also

and indicates that, other things being equal, for the slab
model. intra-subband relaxation via to phonon emission

SIedz *(z) sin(q.z)4,(z). (3) should be substantially faster than the inter-subband
J0 relaxation, and vice versa for the guided model. Thus. a
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comparison between intra- and inter-subband energy reasonably successful [30] in describing the experimental
relaxation of hot carriers in quantum wells should enable phonon dispersion in thin superlattices.
one to distinguish between the two alterna:tve models for Iv) Finally, we note that the most extensively used
phonon confinement in semiconductor nocrostructurts. model [I, I1. 12] for calculating electron-phonon inter-
This criterion clearly favours the electrostatic or the slab action in semiconductor microstructures has been the
model because. experimentally [25-28], intra-subband thr.t-dimensional phonon approximation (3DPA) where
relaxation in GaAs quantum wells is approximately an the phonons are taken to be twe usual bulk phonons of
order of magnitude faster than the inter-subband re- the relevant semiconductor material interacting with the
laxation process. (The situation is not as simple as it low-dimensionally confined electrons. In quantum wells
appears because interface phonons which decay expon- or heterojunctions, where the electron dynamics in the :
entially away from the interfaces also contribute to the direction is quantized, one sums over the free phonon
scattering, complicating somewhat, but not substantially, wavevector q, to obtain an effective two-dimensional
these simple symmetry considerations based only on the electron-phonon interaction given by
slab and guided modes.)

uti In addition to the slab (or guided) modes which . l(q, q,) = [2XW 0oe1 (le/' - I/.)] 1'2 qq + q2V- •,

exist in the bulk of the quantum well (i.e. 0 - sin(qzL-
u, - cos4q,z)), one could also have in the electrostatic aJ dz,'(z)e"'•(:) (5)
model surface or int.!rface phonon [31] modes whose
amplitudes land the consequent electric potential) decay which. after the sum over the free phonon wavevector q,,
exponentially away from the interfaces. Within the leads to the following effective electron-phonon inter-

electrostatic model these modes arise naturally as a action matrix element:

consequence of the boundary conditions (similar to the )IM(1f,".lq) 16)
surface or interface plasmon problem) and are of
quantitative significance for very thin (<30Ai ,wells. In where
the mechanical model, the guided modes have zero IA = (ze" -LC/qI/O ' - lj) (7)
amplitudes at the interfaces and, therefore, strictly speak-
ing. interface phonon modes are not allowed. This again, and

in our opinion, is an argument against the mechanical rboundary conditions. Using the electrostatic boundary f,,".q) = J dzJ :•(gi)•l ' -( 'e " " (8)

conditions, it is easy to incorporate the effect of interface

phonons on the el-ctron-phonon interaction Hamil- The 3DPA has been very successful in describing the
tonian within the dielectric continuum model. As stated electron-phonon interaction properties in micro-
before, interaction between electrons and interface pho- structures and often produces results [10, 12,15.17] not
nons is negligibly small except for very thin systems. very different from that given by the confined phonon

liv) In addition to the two macroscopic models dis- model. In fact, microscopic calculations [15, 17) show
cussed above, one can. of course, calculate the electron- that, except in the thinnest samples, 3DPA is qualitatively
phonon interaction in confined structures microscopi- and semi-quantitatively quite valid in GaAs
cally [9. 13. 14, by u~ing suitable lattice-dynamical microstructures.
models. Such calculations, while being conceptually For brevity, we show our formulae (I-8) only for the
straightforward, are computationally intensive and can 2D quantum well case-the quantum wire situation is
he carried out only for very thin systems and, for obvious sinilar [19, 21] with the electron being also quantized
technical reasons, only in superlattice configurations. along one other (yldirection and the phonon slab modes
Microscopic calculations demonstrate rather convinc- being standing waves (described by two discrete indice)
ingly [9. 15, 17] that the electrostatic slab model works in two directions.
%ery well in mtcrostructures except For the narrowest
confinement (<3OA) where the dielectric continuum
approximation breaks down and an atomistic descrip- 2. Model
tion becomes necessary (Motivated by the microscopic
models, a new macroscopic model has been introduciet With the above background, we now introduce our
recently [9] to study electron-phonon interaction in model for the calculations prem.nted in this paper. We
microstructures. This model is intermediate between the model the electron confinement entirely by an infinite-
slab model and the guided model and combines both sets square-well potential. All our calculations are done
of boundary conditions in a dielectrc continuum de- within a Fr6hlich dielectric continuum slab phonon
scription.) In general, the microscopic calculations do not model using the electrostatic boundary conditions. For
support the macroscopic mechanical guided mode reasons discussed in the introduction we believe that this
model. We do mention, however, that such first-pnn- model works very well for GaAs microstructures. except
ciples microscopK calculations are not practical for perhaps for the narrowest confinement (less than 30A)
directly calculating experimentally interesting electronic where microscopic, atomistic phonon models are needed.
properties such as energy relaxation or power loss by hot (Microscopic calculations support our claim.) Even
eler-ronm, though the microscopic models have been though we include ir,'erface phonons in some of our
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calculations (for the 2D results for examplel they are interaction matrix element at wavevector Q =

mostly neglected b,-cause their effects for the system sizes V (q, + q- + qfl, and x is the finite-temperature dynami-
we are interested in 0;O A or larger) are usually small. In cally screer.ed reducible electron polarizability function
fact, our quantum wire resuits include only the slab defined as
phonons and leave out the interface phonons entirely.
Since the electron wavefunction vanishes (or is very X = X00 - VX0)

small) at the interfaces where the interface phonon where Xo is the finite-temperature bare bubble (the
amplitude peaks, neglect of interface phonons is usually a Lindhard funciionf in the appropriate dimension and r is
good approximation [:10]. the electron-electron ,nteraction including the subband

We also include dynamical screening and quantum quantization effect.
degeneracy effects throughout our calculations, pro- Due to lack of space we do not show here the •etazled
,iding a quantitative estimate for their importance forms of Xo and t, (for both the quantum well [ I i ] and the
[32. 331 Since we are considenng a finite electron dens- quantum wire [21,37.1 and of IMQIa for the quantum
ity, it is important to keep these quantum effects in the wire [19.21]. Their evaluations are standard and can be
theory. We also include in our theory [ 11. 34] the many- found in the literature.
body phonon renormalization effect (i.e. the self-energy In the next section we present our results based on
correction of the phonon frequencies by the electron gas) this electron-temperature mode' for power loss due to
where it is appropriate. At low densities and electron slab phonon emission in GaAs quantum wells and wires
temperatures, this many-body renormalization is quite in the electron-temperature range 50K < T< 300K.
important in MD systems as has been discussed earlier in After presenting a brief review of some limited (and
the literature [ 11. 33, 34]. Finally, we include hot-phonon published) quantum well results. vwe concentrate mostly
effect [ 11. 32- 33.35] in our theory through a phenomen- on the GaAs quantum wire results which are completely
ological kinetic equation approach assuming a given new.
value for the hot-phonon lifetime, r,.. For GaAs hetero-

structres, the hot-phonon effect is a very important
quantitative correction [11.36]. Throughout this paper
we assume the lattice to be at zero temperature and
adopt an electron-temperature model [II] for the hot 3. Results

electrons. Thus, our model implicitly assumes that the
electrons have equilibrated amongst themselves, acquir- 3M GaAs quaustm wels
ing a hot-electron distribution at an elevated temperature
T Our task is to calculate the power loss from this hot- A rather extensive literature exists on the role of confined

electron gas to the lattice as the coupled system phonons in hot-electron energy relaxation in GaAs

equilibrates, quantum wells. It is well accepted that confined modes

For quantum wells we take the z direction to be the play a quantitative role in thin wells (and superlatticesL

confinement direction, whereas for a quantum wire we generally for thicknesses less than 50A. (This is also

take the additional confinement to be along the y consistent with the conclusions of microscopic calcula-
direction (i.e. infinite square well potentials along the y tions.) In particular. Jain and Das Sarnia calculated [10]
and : directions with the electrons being free to move the intra-subband and the inter-subband hot-electron
along the x directionl. We neglect all effects of AlAs in the energy relaxation rate in GaAs quantum wells including
barrier region in our calculations. For both quantum effects of slab and interface modes within the electrostatic
wells and wires, we include only the lowest phonon slab boundary conditions. Their calculation includes the
mode (m = 1) in our calculation. We consider only intra- phonon renormalization effect and uses r,= 7 ps. Their
subband relaxation in the lowest electronic subband of results for intra-subband relaxation for two different well
the %ystem. widths are shown in figure I. One can we that for the

It can be shown that the power loss per hot electron 50A well, particularly at lower electron temperatures,
due to w.0 phonon emission is given (including the hot- slab mode effects are significant. In general, the interface
phonon effect) by the formula (If 132] phonon contributions are not significant unless the well

widths are 30,A or smaller. Jain and Das Sarma also
P- "AT'°,(WIL)• i 2 (9) pointed out (10] that in thin wells inter-subband energy

S+ TR2 relaxation will be substantially reduced due to panty
restrictions arising from the fact that the lowest slab

where we assume the lattice to he at zero temperature mode (m - I) cannot participate in the process. Conse-
with i,j(vWo) the appropriate Bose factor at the hot- quently, they found that the inter-subband relaxation
electron temperature T N is the electron number density rate is approximately an order of magnitude slower due
and RQ is the energy relaxation rate at wavevector Q to this slab mode parity restriction. In quantum wells of
given by finite depths. the electron-phonon interaction is further

RQ - - 2,AIMell Im ,1Q' o.of, (10) weakened, making the inter-subbend relaxation time (t)
around 5-10ps, which is in excellent agreement with the

Here. M. is the appropna'e electron-slab phonon available experimental results [25-27].
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Figure 1. Log,. (power losa per carrier) a1 a function of
inverse electron temperature for two quantum weI widths 46
with bulk denoting fth contribution of the slab phonion
modes (from [10]). 1-121......... . .. ......

0.002 0.006 0.010 0.014 0,018

T- (K-1)
12. GaAs Vasitum wires

figure 2. Power Ioss per carrier as a function of inverse
The main results it be presented in this paper are our electron temperature for a quantum wire with electron
new results on intra-subband relaxation in GaAs density N -106cm -I and twowire widthsL, -L, - SoA
quantum wires due to s',b phonon emission. We assume (a) and 200 A (b). for six different approximations. as
the electric quantum limit-i.e. where the lowest ID described in the text. (See figure 3(a) for the symbols
subband is the only occupied levi,l- and choose electron ised in the six approximationas.)
density and wire width to be consistent with this as-
sumption. We include quantum degeneracy, finite-
temperature dynamical screening. hot-phonon effect and calculated hot-electron enegy relaxation tame, t, as a
slab modes in the calculation. but neglect phonc~n self- function of electron density (for a fixed wire width) and
energy corrections (which are eyM small in iDl and wire width (for a fixed density), respectively. To obtain t,
interface phonions (which are negligible except for widths we note that our log P versus lIT plots in figure 2 are
30A or smaller). linear in the T - 5P-300 K range so that we can write (to

In figures 2(a) and fbt we show our calculated power a very good degree of approximation)
loss per carrier for the electron density N - 10O'cm-' P .(Ww,,T)e-kk-..'. (12)
and for two wire widths. L, -L,- 5oA and 2oo0A
(where L, and L, are the widths of the infinite-square-well which givas us the definition of t, the hot-electron
confinement in the y and z directionsL as a function of relaxation time. From figure 3 we weclearly that the hot-
the inverse electron temperature. In each figure. we phonon lifetime is the Most significant quantitative cor-
show results for six different theoretical approximations: rectlion on the hot-electron energy relaxation in quz itum
classical, quantum without any screening (i.e. the X in (101 wires in the regime of our interest.
is replaced by Xo). quantum with static screening. and Before concluding. we emphasize that our calculated
three different versions cf quentumn with dynamics.' t in figure 3 is not the same as the simple electron-slab
screening-one without any hot-phonon effect (i~e. phonon scattering time [16-20] which can be calculated

t, 0)OX the other two with hot-phonon effect using two by using Fermi's golden rule (and which does mom include
different values of the hot-phonon lifetime; t,, = I and quantum degeneracy. finite electron leas e!rature and
7 pa jt,6 = 7 ps is the expected hot-phonon lifetime (38] density elecs, dynamical screening. hot-pbonon lifetime
in bulk GaAs). The first four approximations neglect the etc). For the purpose of comparison, in figure 4 we give
hot-phonom bottleneck elfect and assume r,, - 0. It is our calculated ellectron-slab phonon scattering time as a
clear that. as in the corresponding 2D GaAs quantum function of electron ener gy. E. ror several different values
well caue, the hot-plionon elfe"~ is the main quantitative of the quantum wire widthi.
correction on the energy relaxation process provided

t,>I ps. Of course. one does not know the actual value
for the hot-phonon liffincr'3J.1t in GaAs quantum wires 4. Conclusslon
but it is reasonable to -xpmc that it is not substantially
differ ent from the bulk vaimm of 7 ps. In this pape we presenst calculated results for bot-

in figures 3(s) rind ft) we show the behaviour of our electron energy rela..ation tbrou~h the eamison of slab
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3 0 F1 model or calculating hot-electron energy relaxatioi' in
s1=L~lo A 11 * ocr confined structures. We hope that our theoretical p.e-

2 it * cr dictions will motivate experimental work in the subjet.
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